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In the work there is described laser facility, which consists of master oscillator with neodymium glass, quan-
tum amplifi er and radiation frequency doubler. High-quality single-frequency radiation at 530 nm wave length with 
regulated power was used for examination of frequency and energy characteristics of stimulated Brillouin scattering 
(SBS). With the help of Michelson interferometer and high-speed recording equipment with the method of light 
heterodyning there was examined the quality of phase conjugacy by SBS in hexane. It was showed that backward 
scattered wave consists of inverse and non-inverse components, relation between them can be changed either with 
wave pump power or its phase strong distortion. It turned out that temperature changes in the frequency component 
of the MB in stimulated scattering are less than in spontaneous thermal scattering. 
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Introduction. Stimulated light scattering is a 
process of non-linear interaction of light waves 
with modes of intrinsic motion environment, at 
the result of which the intensity of powerful ex-
citing wave decreases and the intensity of weak 
scattered wave increases. Stimulated light scatter-
ing is accompanied with the wave front inverse. 
In this work there were examined energy and 
frequency characteristics of stimulated Brillouin 
scattering (SBS) and there was found out their 
connection with wave font reversal (WFR). 

Experimental facility for SBS study. Ex-
perimental facility consisted of single-frequen-
cy laser and Michelson interferometer, which 
served for carrying out and registration of beat-
ings of light waves that are scattered in refer-
ence and signal channels. 

Laser represented the master oscillator, 
which was producing light at λ = 1060 wave 
length, quantum doubler and frequency dou-
bler. Master oscillator consisted of neodymium 
glass rod (Fig. 1), concave mirror M1, exit fl at 
mirror М2, which was combined with longitu-

dinal-mode selector, diaphragm D, eliminating 
undesirable transverse mode. The crystal of 
lithium fl uoride with F2+ color centers was put 
inside for the modulation of laser resonator’s 
quality. Light impulse in the generator with 
the help of prisms P1 and P2 was directed to 
three-pass amplifi er, which was made like mas-
ter oscillator (only elements for modulation of 
quality and mode selection were absent). So 
that generator’s work wasn’t be infl uenced by 
superluminescence of amplifi er, there was set 
one more modulator of lithium fl uoride be-
tween these prisms. After the amplifi cation, 
light impulse got onto KDP crystal, where the 
radiation transformed into second harmonic 
with λ2 = 530 nm. So that fundamental radia-
tion didn’t get into register part of facility, on 
the way of laser impulse there was put the blue-
green light fi lter. Frequency doubler had one 
more important role, because of it the laser got 
undone from the radiation of stimulated scatter-
ing, what didn’t allow wave of SBS strengthen 
manyfold in generator. 

Fig. 1. Optical scheme of single-frequency of neodymium laser with frequency doubler:
Nd – active element; M1–M4 – mirrors; P1–P3 – riqht-anqle prisms; LiF – crystal of lithium 
fl uoride; KDP – radiation frequency doubler; F – light fi lter; He–Ne – laser alignment; 
F and F1 – photocells; KL1 – wedge-shaped glass plate; D – diaphragm; E – sceen
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Initial radiation at λ = 1060 nm wave 
length had regulated energy from 10 to 
240 megajoule, duration of impulse at half-
height – about 30 ns and divergence not more 
that 0,5 millirad. The coeffi cient of primary 
emission’s transformation into second harmon-
ic was about 15 %. With the help of photoele-

ment F1 and storage oscillograph C8-14 there 
were controlled the time dynamics and the en-
ergy of exciting radiation. 

For analysis of energy and phase-frequency 
characteristics of scattered radiation there was 
used the method of heterodyning at the base of 
Michelson interferometer (Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2. Optical scheme of examination of spectral, energy and phase-frequency characteristic of SBS 
experiment: K1, K2 – cells with hexane; L1, L2 – lens (F = 50 cm); FP – phase plate; 
K1, K2 – wedge-shaped glass plates; F2–F4 – coaxial photocells; E – screens for tuning;M5, M6 – mirrors

Radiation of second harmonic was divid-
ed with semitransparent wedge KL1 into two 
beams of approximately equal intensity, then 
each of them was focused with corresponding 
lens on the cell with hexane, where SBS arose 
and propagated backward at the angle of 180°. 
After second KL1 refl ection it was mixed at the 
F4 detector with pass band of 5 GHz and regis-
tered with high-speed storage oscillograph С7-
19. As the reference beam while heterodyning 
there was used SBS, excited with collimated 
pump beam in the cell of hexane К1 at 20°С 
temperature. Pump beam was focused on the 
cell with Л1 lens and controlled with photoele-
ment F3 and oscillograph C8-14. Signal beam 
while heterodyning represented SBS radiation, 
which appeared in the К2 cell of hexane as 
well, but at 35 °С temperature. Radiation was 
focused with L2 lens here. Signal impulse was 
controlled with photoelement F2 and oscillo-
graph C8-14. Scans of all oscillographs were 
released with single signal from photodetector 
F (see Fig. 1): one light impulse of master gen-
erator allowed to register four signals simulta-
neously: pump wave signal (F1), SBS at refer-
ence (F3) and signal (F2) channels and signal 
on their residual frequency with photodetector 
(F4). Initial phases of signals were equalized 
with cable delay lines of corresponding length. 

Experiment was carried out in the follow-
ing way. Hexane in both arms of interferometer 
was initially room-temperature. In these condi-
tions photodetector registered smooth impulse 
of SBS radiation. When heating the hexane in 
К2 cell the frequency of SBS decreased, and 
there arose the signal as beatings at residual 

frequency of SBS in the photodetector F4, 
these beatings were coming from reference and 
signal channels. From oscillograms there were 
evaluated the frequency of beatings Δυ, as val-
ue reciprocal to time interval, which separate 
two contiguous minimums, and the visibility 
V = (Imax – Imin)/(Imax + Imin). Here Imin is an aver-
age value of minimums’ intensity, these mini-
mums are situated to the right and to the left of 
corresponding maximum. Error of beatings’ fre-
quency measurement didn’t exceed 5 %, error 
of visibility measurement didn’t exceed 10 %. 
The coeffi cient of transformation of peak power 
of laser radiation Р into peak power of SBS in 
both channels Pi (i = 1, 2) was evaluated with 
formula η = Piki/P. Here ki is the value, which 
takes into consideration the inequality of wave 
pump intensity at reference and signal channels. 
The value η was evaluated up to 6 % accuracy. 

Results of research and their discussion
According to a theoretical work [1] the 

coeffi cient of transformation is bound to tent 
to one when pump power increasing. The de-
pendence of transformation coeffi cient η on la-
ser radiation power, gotten during our experi-
ment, is shown on Fig. 3. 

It’s obvious that in the whole examined in-
terval of pump power value η < 1. In K2 cell 
there appeared SBS radiation directed towards 
pump wave. It contained both inverse (coher-
ent) and non-inverse components of SBS. In-
verse component propagated only backward 
into solid pump beam corner of 0,5 millirad, 
non-inverse propagated into the whole aperture 
of recording system. 
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Fig. 3. Dependence of laser radiation transformation into SBS wave coeffi cient (a) and visibility 

of beating (b) on the pump power: 1 – ideal pump; 2 – speckle-structure 

The same was observed in the reference 
channel. If radiation of SBS in it is diaphragmed 
in the way that photodetector has only inverse 
radiation passing and then mix it with signal 
wave, it will become possible to judje the qual-
ity of wave reversal by the visibility of beat-
ings. How visibility of beatings changes with 
pump power increasing is shown at Fig. 3b. 
Comparing to Fig. 3a it can be observed that 
gain saturation of SBS is accompanied with 
quality of phase conjugacy deterioration, frac-
tion of inverse component decreases, causing 
decrease of beatings’ visibility. An analogous 
regularity was registered in work [2]. 

But the quality of phase conjugation by 
SBS at the signal channel can be considerably 
increased, if the pump wave passes through 
phase (matt) plate before the input to cell. In that 
case pumping case become heterogeneous and 
stokes wave of SBS acquire the structure, which 
is more accurately reversed to pump wave 
speckle-structure. This wave has primary ampli-
fi cation, other waves discriminate by means of 
lesser amplifi cation. At Fig. 3a there is shown 
the dependence of transformation coeffi cient η 
on pump power in these conditions. It’s obvious 
that with the same power the deep SBS satura-
tion isn’t reached, and the visibility of beatings 
at Fig. 3b, in contrast to previous case, increases. 
Thereby if pump wave has speckle-structure, the 
quality of phase conjugation by SBS increases, 
but the saturation of transformation coeffi cient 
apparently happens with higher power. It should 
be noted that visibility of beatings had equal val-
ue within the limits of whole impulse duration, 
it concerns all examined values of pump power 
with phase plate. 

The difference of frequencies ν20 and ν35 
relatively to pumping frequency ∆ν = ν20 – ν35 
was determined from the oscillograms of beat-
ings, which appear while heterodyning of 
SBS radiation from the cells of hexane with 
temperatures of 20 and 35 °С. It was gotten 
as ∆ν = 1/∆t, where ∆t is time between two 
contiguous minimums at oscillogram. Meas-

urements showed that ∆ν depends neither on 
pump power, nor on presence of phase plate 
on radiation way. Within the limits of whole 
impulse duration ∆ν was constant and equal 
261 ± 10 MHz. This value can be calculated 
on the basis of the fact that movement of SBS 
components relatively to pump frequency [5] 
is formed with the sound spreading speed υ, 
with the index of medium refraction n, with the 
scattering angle θ and with the length of excit-
ing light wave λ: ν = 2λ–1nυsin(θ/2). As both 
values υ and n do not depend on medium tem-
perature, then ν20 and ν35 will be different. Tak-
ing into consideration, that during our experi-
ment SBS was excited with the light of wave 
length of λ2 = 530 nm and was examined at an 
angle of θ = 180°, the shift of SBS frequencies 
within 20 and 35 °С can be written: ∆ν = 2λ2

–

1(n20υ20 – n35υ35).
Using literature information for hexane [4,6]: 

n20 = 1,3742 and n35 = 1,3661 (at the wave length 
of 546 nm); υ20 = 1098 m/s, υ35 = 1032 m/s, we 
get the value ∆ν = 374 MHz, what is 113 MHz 
higher than experimental. Such discrepancy of 
experimental and calculating results in this case 
cannot be explained only by linear light absorp-
tion, as it is suggested in work [2]. Apparently, 
other non-linear optical effects have infl uence 
on the scattering process [3]. 
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